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Abstract
This article discusses land ownership from the perspective of tradition, especially the tradition of the revival of the dead earth (Iḥyā’ al-Mawāt). This relates to the land conflicts that often occur, so it requires a religious perspective in land ownership. Therefore, the issue raised is how the ownership of land in the Hadith? How Hadith provide a solution to the land dispute? To answer it used historical approach, hermeneutic, and sociology. Turns ownership in Islam there are three, namely individual ownership, common ownership and state ownership. Islam recognizes individual ownership is perfect (al-milk al-tāmm) and imperfect (al-milk al-nāqis). Criteria of land ownership in the Hadith oriented aspects of justice and benefits (maslahah). Hadith Iḥyā’ al-Mawāt give you an idea that the Prophet prevent conflicts caused by land disputes by explaining the status and ownership of land with cultural framework. Efforts were made persuasively by a cultural approach, in addition to the structural approach.

Keywords: prophetic tradition, Iḥyā’ al-Mawāt, land ownership, land conflicts

Introduction
Land is the field in which human run all their activities, since housing until working. Zayyin Alfijihad unfolds five meanings embedded in land for human being. First, land is work field producing human needs. Second, land is field for humans to run their activities. Third, land is a place where their environment exists. Fourth, land is a part of history of human being. Hence, human cannot live without land. This explains the reason causing social conflict over land.

In world history, social conflict over land first happened before Indonesia existed, even before the advent of Islam in Arab. At the time, human population was not as high as now it is, and demarcation of land was not yet obvious. The sanguinary was the case of struggle over the land, over the control of and right to use it.
Such a conflict remain in todays, even when all affairs concerning it are well regulated. In Indonesia, for example, many conflicts over land remain unsolved. In such conflicts, varying forms of violence appeared. However, these facts are plausible given its crucial role in development of society. It should be noted that conflicts undergone by modern society are much complicated than those undergone by traditional ones.

Perkumpulan untuk Pembaharuan Hukum Berbasis Masyarakat dan Ekologis (Huma/Association of Society- and Ecology-Based Renewal/Revision of Law) accounted 91.968 individuals with 315 varying background most of which are traditional society are victims in conflicts over natural resources and land just in the last three years. These conflicts (232 cases precisely) took place in 98 municipal/cities in 22 provinces.¹ This shows high intense of social conflicts over land, demanding us to focus on it.

At least, three elements of society get involved in the conflicts; mass people, capital owner, and state. Social conflicts over land always engage the three in all the cases,² hence ultimately transform into national conflict. The main cause is over the ownership of the land, which remain problematic even today.

The case comes worst once state stays in oppose to mass people, and in coalition with capital owner, hence against mass people instead. Therefore, the solution, or alternative at least, is to know what religion says about this. This is due to the nature of religion as serving regulations nullifying such conflicts (and beyond) to happen. Religion is even able to touch very private stuffs, e.g. inheritance. Religion is demanding humanity in all aspects of life.

Ninian Smart, as Taufik Abdullah cited, asserts that religious studies should depart from the awareness of the multilayer nature of religion. For this reason such a study should be aspectual, determining soberly certain aspect(s) of religion one would explore academically.³ This article discusses soberly the land ownership in the Islamic view and its relevance on conflicts over land happening in todays.

In the Islamic literature (especially hadith/tradition and figh/Islamic jurisprudence), we would find the term *Ihya’ al-Mawāt*, resurrecting the (dead) land. Departing from that point, we could reflect to these days social conflict over the land, giving religion-based solution to the conflict.⁴ Hence, this article is of attempts to conceptualize religion-based, more specifically Qur’an and hadith-based, conflict resolution.

**Hadis on Ihyā’ al-Mawāt Variation**

Hadis is of the main source of truth for Muslims, beside Quran. Hadith contains principals of religion, and is more technical compared to the Qur’an—the latter contains more universal principals. Hence, social problems reported in hadith are more technical than those in Qur’an.

Hadith concerning land ownership and the


² Mansour Fakih, “Tanah sebagai Sumber Krisis Sosial di mana Mendatang: Sebuah Pengantar” in Untoro Hariadi and Masruchach (ed.), *Tanah, Rakyat dan Demokrasi* (Yogyakarta: Forum LSM-LPSM, 1995), 1. In the contribution, Fakih divide land conflicts into two models, bare/identifiable and unidentifiable (systemic and structural). The former represents as governmental decision positioning land as source of logging exploitation, taking over from the mass people for gardening, reclamation for industries and so forth. The latter represents as the long-term mechanism such as *swasembada* (self-supporting) program, Green Revolution or trading caused. The conflicts between mass people and capital owner or people and the state are obvious taking place in many regions. Mansour Fakih, “Tanah sebagai Sumber Krisis Sosial”, 1-2.


⁴ This is not justification, rather attempts to gain information about reality. Hence this is about to come with scientific approach, demanding objectivity. See Taufik Abdullah, “Agama sebagai Kekuatan Sosial,” 37.
encouragement of resurrecting (dead) land are numerous, among them are those in Sahih al-Bukhari, No. 2167, Kitab: al-Muzarn’ah, Bab: Man Ahy A Arda Mawata:

Besides these two, there are several hadiths explaining Ihya’ al-Mawat, precisely 15 hadith with varying last transmitter (the youngest one, termed mukharrij) listed in the table below.

Table 1. Hadis on Ihya’ al-Mawat

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>Mukharrij</th>
<th>Kitab</th>
<th>Number of Hadith</th>
<th>Chain of transmission through sahabat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>al-Bukhari</td>
<td>Sahih al-Bukhari</td>
<td>2167</td>
<td>1. ‘Aisyah ibn ‘Abdullah</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Ahmad ibn Hanbal</td>
<td>Musnad Ahmad</td>
<td>13753, 13842, 7</td>
<td>3. Sa’id ibn Zaid</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Ahmad ibn Hanbal, Musnad Ahmad</td>
<td>Sunan al-Tirmizi</td>
<td>13033 and 12990</td>
<td>6. Sa’id ibn Malik</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


Yahya bin Bukair has reported to us, al-Lais has delivered to us, from ‘Ubaidillah ibn Abi Ja’far, from Muhammad ibn ‘Abd al-Rahman, from ‘Urwah, from ‘Aisyah ra., from the Prophet PUH, that he prophet said: whoever take care of a land that is not in any ownership, he/she deserves the land.

In other hadith, we find different wording, for example that of Ahmad ibn Hanbal, as follows:

‘Abdab ibn ‘Abdul al-Muallabbi has reported to us, from Hisyam ibn ‘Urwah, from Wab ibn Kaisan, from Jibril ibn ‘Abdillah, Jibril ibn ‘Abdillah said, that the Prophet PUH said: whoever takes care of the land, the land is his/her. He/she deserves the reward and everything insects consume is considered zakat from him/her.

5 al-Bukhari, Sahih al-Bukhari, no. 2167, Kitab: al-Muzarn’ah, Bab: Man Ahy A Arda Mawata’m in CD-ROM Mausul’ah al-Hadi al-Syarif al-Kutub al-Tis’ah, Global Islamic Software, 1997. It should be noted that the numbering of hadith used in this article is based on that in CD-ROM Mausul’ah al-Hadi al-Syarif al-Kutub al-Tis’ah. Hence, one might find different numbering in other sources than Syamilah.

MODELS OF LAND OWNERSHIP IN ISLAM: Analysis on Hadīs Ilgāʿ al-Mawāt


20 Weak hadīth is the hadīth which does not meet the conditions for being saḥīḥ (authentic) or ḥasan (semi-authentic). According to al-Khaṭīb, a hadīth is said weak for two reasons; in-continuity of the chain of transmission and the quality of the transmitters. See Muhammad ʿĀjāʾ al-Khaṭīb, Usūl al-Hadīs: ʿUliumm wa Mustaḥlāḥīh (Libanon: Dār al-Fikr, 2006), 222 – 226.


27 Jarḥ means the appearance of one’s character sullyng one’s reputation, including memorizing reputation. This caused the invalidation of the chain of which he is a part—hence the chain would belong to the weak or even rejected chains of transmission. Taʿdil means the positive assessment over a particular transmitter. See Muhammad ʿĀjāʾ al-Khaṭīb, Usūl al-Hadīs, 168.


certain land the owner of which is unknown, either by planting or building something on it.\(^{29}\)

Hence, to resurrect means to take care of un-owned land.

Ard \textit{maitah} consists of two words; \textit{ard} and \textit{maitah}. The former term is derived from \textit{arad a-yarūdu-arḍā}, etymologically means weedy and pleasing in the eye. Yet in the hadith this means earth, ground, and land.\(^{30}\) Whereas \textit{maitah} is derived from \textit{māta-yamūtu-maitah}, that means dead, un-resided, unproductive, and \textit{maitah} means carcass.\(^{31}\) The term in this hadith means that the land has never been taken care of, as explained by al-Qazzaz and confirmed by Yusuf al-Qaradawi.\(^{32}\) Abu Zahrah defines the dead land as unplanted, unproductive land that has no wellbeing and is far from the city.\(^{33}\)

The word \textit{ard} is in \textit{nukira} (general) form, meaning any land, wherever it is and to whomever it belongs. In al-Bukhari’s work, in a \textit{mauquf} way, ‘Ali is reported to say that the hadith is about the crushed area in Kufah at the time.\(^{34}\) However, building upon the principal al-‘ibrah bi ‘umum al-lafzi la bi khususi al-sabab, one could argue that the ideal moral of the hadith applies beyond the land in Kufah.

The explanation concerning the dead land is also in the Qur’\an, for example in Fussilat (41): 39:

\begin{quote}

And among His Signs in this: thou seest the earth barren and desolate; but when We send down rain to it, it is stirred to life and yields increase. Truly, He Who gives life to the (dead) earth can surely give life to (men) who are dead. For He has power over all things.
\end{quote}

The dead land would revert to fertile when the raining season comes. During the season, varying kinds of plants come to grow, and transform to cells and networks, and ultimately living organism. In such a way, the earth seems to live and grow.\(^{35}\) \textit{Ahaqq} is derived from \textit{haqq-yahuzzu-haqqan}, meaning real, certain, or permanent.\(^{36}\) Terminologically it has two main meanings; majmū‘ah al-qawā‘id wa al-nuṣūṣ al-tasyrī‘īyāt al-latī tanzīму ‘ala sabīli al-ilzām ‘ala’iq an-nās min al-astāh min al-astāh min al-astāh min al-astāh wa al-amwāl, and; al-sullāḥ wa al-muknah al-masryā‘ ah aw matlab al-laz i yajibu li ahadin ‘ala ghairihi. Mustafa Ahmad al-Zarqa, as cited by Abdul Jalil, defines the term as ikhtisās yuqarriru bihi al-syar’ sulhataw aw taklīfah.\(^{37}\) Besides, \textit{ahaqq} is taqfīl, embedding the sense of beyond. It thus means deserve more than others concerning certain affair.

Abdul Jalil then points out that the first meaning tends to be formal oriented, so Muslims jurists do not use it, whereas the second one is generally used in \textit{fiqh}.\(^{38}\) In the explanation before, the definition of rights includes things owned and the utility and the goods regulated in Islam (\textit{i’tibāriyah}). The technical definition of \textit{haq} in \textit{huquq al-irtifaq} is goods embedded in the

\begin{quote}

\begin{itemize}
  \item \textit{Ard} means earth, ground, and land. \textit{Maitah} means carcass. \\
  \item The term \textit{Ard} consists of two words; \textit{ard} and \textit{maitah}. The former term is derived from \textit{arad a-yarūdu-arḍā}, etymologically means weedy and pleasing in the eye.
\end{itemize}
\end{quote}
permanent things (not moving things) to benefit from other things in same category owned by other individuals.39

Fiqh broadly acknowledges four kinds of huquq al-irtifaq, meaning 1) haqq al-syurb, the regulation to use the water, to pour the plants and other primary needs engaging other-owned water; 2) haqq al-majra, make new irrigation in other’s land, 3) haqq al-masil, rights for making irrigation, and 4) haqq al-murur, the rights for passing other’s land.40 Hence the term’s definition relates to the power and ability to control over something belonging to other.

Concept of Ownership in Islam

Geography of Arab is infertile and desert. This caused nomadic tradition among them. At that time, the regulation of bordering area and land ownership was yet to establish. For most of the land was still un-owned. The nomadic tradition also made them not to consider such regulation needed.41

Islam came with a set of rules over the ritual and social, including the land ownership which Islam contends that the highest level of ownership belongs to the State—yet still gives the rights to sell, buy, and bequeath to the land ‘holder’. The ‘holder’ is granted the limited ownership, given the state is able to take the land over for the sake of the society.42

According to Qur’an, the ownership of wealth belongs to an individual that works for it. Islam does not acknowledge the ownership resulting in labor exploitation, speculation, nor

the transaction on the yet-to-exist thing.43 This is based on al-Hasyr (59): 7:

What Allah has bestowed on His Messenger (and taken away) from the people of the townships,—belong to Allah,—to His Messenger and to kindred and orphans, the needy and the wayfarer; In order that it may not (merely) make a circuit between the wealthy among you. So take what the Messenger assigns to you, and deny yourselves that which he withholds from you. And fear Allah; for Allah is strict in Punishment.

The tradition of the prophet is in favor of this notion, represented in hadith on ihya’ al-mawat explained above. The Prophet gave the land ownership to one taking care of that land. The context of the Prophet as a leader (of the nation) implying the attempts to avoid social conflict to happen. For people at that time often claimed and struggle over certain land to leave it slipshod. The irony is that this caused the conflicts even sanguinary.44 Hence, problems concerning land called the attention from the Prophet and dynasties after.

Islam has set three kinds of ownership; individual, collective and formal (of the state). The individual ownership is allowed as long as it conforms to religious rules. Each individual has full yet limited rights to enjoy their properties, to productively use it, to protect and move it.45 The collective/public ownership takes various forms. Natural resources (water,
weeds, mineral, and so forth) is an example of collective/public ownership.46

The state ownership is basically the collective ownership. The head of the state only holds the mandate. Hence the state is obliged to issue it for the public sake. The state is not allowed to overuse its properties, moreover for the goal not oriented to public interest.47 All kinds of ownership are oriented to public interest. They rather take public than certain individuals' interest as the main into consideration.

Bani Sadr, as Asghar Ali Engineer cited, divided land ownership into three categories. First, malikiyyati khususi, special ownership depended on one's performance. Second, malikiyyati umumi, public ownership. Asghar classified state ownership, even over the production means and such, into this second category. Third, malikiyyati zar, ownership gained through violence, exploitation, speculation, deception, deceitful, etc.48 The orientation coined by Bani Sadr concerns the way one gain the ownership. The communal or public ownership is defined by the positive law.

This corresponds to report from ‘Amr ibn ‘Auf, from the Prophet, that beyond Muslims' rights, there is no rights rewarding perspiration of despotic.49 The context is contained in the report from Yahya ibn Adam, from Sufyan, from al-Zuhri, from Salim, from his father, saying that people are massively demarcating their lands in the reign of ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab.50

Concerning the individual ownership, ulema divided it into two; al-milk al-tamm (full ownership), and al-milk al-naqis (partial ownership).51 The first category gives someone full rights to use, sell, and donate the land. Yet once one leaves his/her land in three years after resurrecting the land, the state has right to repeal his/her right.52 The second category is the right to use, allowing the ‘holder’ to benefit the land, according the positive regulations. The right to use is gained by: 1) tahjir, claiming the free land by demarcating the land un-owned by any individual or institution. The state has rights to repeal the rights if one leaves this kind of land slipshod in three years. 2) iqt'a’, land donated from state to certain individuals or institutions to benefit. 3) irtifaq, the benefitting of the land, especially for public need such as road, bridge, river, and so forth.53 Islam acknowledges the full ownership of the land for its ‘holder’. However, the land should be conserved as productive as possible in accordance with the positive laws.

Relevance on Land Conflict

Industrialization development or the shift to industrialization affects the existence of social function. Although social function of land owner’s right seems not to change, yet the social function of the rights has been abstractly entering the laws.54 As the consequence, there

---

46 Abdul Jalil, Teologi Buruh, 114-115.
47 Abdul Jalil, Teologi Buruh, 116.
48 Bani Sadr explained that Islam does not acknowledge this third category of ownership. See Asghar Ali Engineer, Islam dan Penibuhasan, 133-134.
49 The chain of transmission is on the authority of ‘Amr ibn ‘Auf, equipped with three (3) mawsul chains of Ishaq ibn Rahawaih, he said: ‘Abu ‘Amir al-‘Aqadi, from Ksir ibn ‘Abdillah ibn ‘Amr ibn ‘Auf, “my father narrated to me that his father narrated to him, that he heard Nabi saying whoever resurrects the land which no Muslims' has the right on the land, the land is his/hers, and no perspiration of the despotic has rights.” See Ibn Hajar al-‘Asqalani, Fath al-Bâri fi Syarh Şâhid al-Bukhârî, vol. 7, 192.
51 Muḥammad Muṣṭafa Sīlābī, al-Madkhal fi al-Ta’rīf, 341.
is a shifting towards individualistic land ownership. There is someone that owns hectares of the land, on the other hand there are many people who do not have enough economic ability to buy land. This causes these people reside lands with unclear status.

Nursyahbani Karjasungkana asserted that the conflict of interest concerning land would constantly increase. This is due to several factors; first, the increasing of the population and the development versus limited area available; second, the absence of laws concerning urban planning and regulating the utilization of land that accommodate varying interests on land utilization; third, the absence of public access in contributing the decision making in repealing rights on land. As the consequence, the lower class is subject to victims, peasants for example. The struggle over the land for the sake of development and industrialization is the common issue in land conflicts.

‘Land conflict’ is the issue which raise heated debates. Land conflict is a kind of conflict that collides with the structure in dynamic society, between dominant and nominal structure, so to speak. The competition process getting through the monopoly and struggle over the land constitute the causes of social conflicts in society.

The expression of land conflict shows that one should view the conflict not only with conflict perspective an sich. Yet such a conflict needs to be viewed from perspective economic, dynamic majority-minority relations, people-rulers (government/state and capital owner) dimension, and control over the land. State often constitutes the shield of capital owner in the conflict. State often wins certain individuals’ interests at the cost of public interest. Structural approach often used by the state in the conflict is deemed unstable. The injustice is causing roots for land conflict in Indonesia.

Hence the conflicts in Indonesia require victims, the current conflict in Bogor for example. The conflict has lasted for years, engaging people claiming to be the legitimate owner of the land and the residents of the land. The problem emerges when the owner does not take care of the land in many years, making the labeled dead land. The urban society then understands it as dead land. They then occupy it illegally for generations.

At the time when the owner is about to remove this urban society from the land, the residents claim themselves its owner, for they had resided the land for years and generations. To do so the owner employs ‘premanism’ and government through the court, etc. Whereas according to Islamic concept (hadith) once certain land is left slipshod for years, the ownership is automatically repealed. In this context, state has rights to do so. The ownership then could settled into another individual with more capacity in taking care of the land.

In this aspect, urban society that resided the land had mistaken in doing so, for the land’s status remain unclear. They should have consulted government; observing the status and owners of the land. This is the case since the Undang-undang Pokok Agraria (UUPA/Main Laws on Agraria) only regulates the ownership,
rights to use and utilize. Time-limit and leaving procedure are not in the laws.

There also is an ownership model that is productive and legitimate. In building the public facility, such as flyover, or mining, state takes over the land from the people. This is often the case of Perum Perhutani and traditional society.

State (government) serves as partisan of capital owner, rather than the mediator for the conflict. The state misuses its legal power to win the conflict, avoiding to apply cultural approach to both sides involved. As the consequence, the conflict is solved superficially. The law is no longer social engineering that could make the attitude of the people better off.\[59\]

State has the rights over all lands in its territory. The rights have public and private aspects. In other words, the resources state has should be the main supporting resource for the prosperity of the people and for the national development.\[60\] The fact shows that the phrase ‘for development’ is monopolized to maintain economical politic of the state and capital owner. The brutal takeover through violence, exploitation, speculation, deception, deceitful—all of which Islam has consider illicit and thus forbidden, has repealed the rights from the people. However, this does not apply for the government generally.

The Islamic history witnessed the existence of concepts concerning productivity and land ownership, as explained above. *Ihya’ al-mawat* is one of the mechanisms of land ownership in Islam. According to the hadith mentioned above, we could argue that the ownership in Islam is not unconditional. The rights to own depend on conditions representing social justice.\[61\] The existence of relational interactions among individuals, between individuals and society, and between individuals and the state produce the ownership rights that conform to the pattern.\[62\] The relation between the three should be egalitarian-functional and just. It protects public, rather than individuals’ or certain groups’ interests.

According to Abdul Jalil, rights produce relational interaction and demand the monopolistic power. Rights are built upon the equality over the belongings.\[63\] In Indonesia, the context shows that the winner is capital owner in disguised of public interest. This caused conflict of interests over the land.

Some ulema set certain conditions about *ihya’ al-mawat*, including the management under the state’s order. The state could not determine who can take care of which land. However, once the land is left slipshod in three years, the state could repeal the rights from the former owner and grant it to the new one.\[64\] Hence, resurrecting the land is the main reason for someone to ‘own’ the land. Therefore, if one owns a land but he/she leaves it slipshod, the state could repeal his/her rights.\[65\]

The Prophet instructed the ‘holder’ of the land to plant on the land himself. Otherwise, he should grant the land, a part or the whole of it, to another Muslims able to take care of it without any compensation.\[66\] The Prophet’s position as the head of the state sets an example for the wisdom and the justice contributing in minimalizing land conflict.

The head of state has rights to divide land gained from the battle (*ganimah*) and give it to Muslims, to let people take care of it, and to

---


\[60\] Hambali Thalib, *Sanksi Pemidanaan dalam Konflik Pertanahan: Kebijakan Alternatif Penyelesaian Konflik Pertanahan di Luar Kodifikasi Hukum Pidana* (Jakarta: Kencana, 2009), 41.

\[61\] Asghar Ali Engineer, *Islam dan Pembebasan*, 133.


\[64\] Cholil Bisri, “Kyai dan Kemelut Pertanahan”, 96.


employ a professional to take care of it. The history of Islam accounted six types of land in Islamic caliphate; conquered, contract, Muslims', states', infertile, and free land. These types of land used to be granted to 1) people contributing to the battle; 2) indigenous people, and 3) peasant having no occupation.

The history recorded the Prophet and caliphs, especially ‘Umar ibn al-Khattab, tending to give the booties to indigenous people rather than the troops. The reason is to maintain their ownership over the land, in other word, public good. The income from the tax of the land is used to pay the troops, and pay office.

There are a lot of examples that show to us that the state has full power to take over the land ownership whenever the state want to do it, for the public good. Yet at the same time state is responsible to protect rights of each individual, so that their interests are not being ignored.

If certain land is left slipshod for three years, as mentioned above, the state could repeal the rights. This happened in the era of Caliph ‘Umar, when he found people who left their land slipshod. ‘Umar decreed whoever takes care of it is legally its owner. The right is granted by the state. This shows the state as mediator of social conflict over the land. In the hadith under the same theme, the land is explained as of Allah’s and His messenger’s authority. Whoever takes care of dead land, he owns the land. The Prophet mediated the conflict by employing cultural approach in persuasive and psychological ways. Hence the hadith emphasizes on the conflict resolution.

Conclusion

Islam acknowledges the full ownership of land, belonging to its holder. However the land should be conserved to be the productive land, in accordance with positive regulations of either the state or religion. Islam acknowledges the private ownership, public/collective ownership, and state ownership as well. The first type of ownership is divided into two; al-milk al-tamm (full ownership) and al-milk al-naqis (partial ownership). Ihya’ al-mawat is one of mechanisms in land ownership in Islam. The hadith concerning ihya’ al-mawat shows that the process of land ownership is not unconditional. One should convince the state that he/she has adequate capacity to take care of the land. Hence the resurrection of the dead land is the main reason of the ownership. Therefore, doing otherwise enables the state to repeal the rights from him/her.

The Prophet mediated the land conflict he faced by employing cultural approach. The Prophet tended to employ persuasive and psychological, rather than structural approach. Hadith on resurrection of the dead land emphasizes on the conflict resolution. Hence, the state should have used cultural approach in mediating social conflict, especially over the land.
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